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OPINION ON SOUTHERN CAUFORNIA EDISON COMPANY'S 
CONTINGENCY PROPOSAL FOR COST RECOVERY 

FOR GAS-FIRED GENERATION 

Summary 

The Commission determines that the proposal of Southern California Edison 

Company (Edison) for approval of a (ontingency (ost recovery plan thai would (enlain 

in e((ecl while divestiture of its non-must-run gas-fired generating plants is pending is 

not permitted under governing statutes. The proposal is disolisscd, since the 

Commission does not have authority to approve it. 

Summary of Edison's Proposal 

Edison has proposed an interim (Ost recovery mechanism for the operation of 

certain of its gas-fired generating units after January I, 1998. TIle mechanism is 

proposed on a contingency basis only, as Edison plans to divest all of its gas-fired 
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generation units by January I, 1998.1 The proposal docs not involve must-Iun 

generating units, i.e., those that will be designated by the Independent System Operator 

(ISO) as needed for its reliability purpoS('s. 

Edison asserts that timely divestiture of its gas-fired units by January I, 1998 is 

threatened due to circumstances beyond its control. The (irst is a decision by the ISO to 

base the id(>ntification of must-run generation upon an independent consultant study 

rather than studies previously conducted by utilities. The other circumstance is a deJay 

in Edison's divestiture application associated with the environmental review process 

required by the California Environmental Quality Act. Edison contends that neither 

Assembly niH (AB) 1890 (Stats. 1996, Ch. 854) nor the Com~ission's "Preferred Policy 

Dedsion" fot electric restructuring (Decision (D.) 95-12-063, as modified by 0.96-01-0(9) 

contemplated these delays in divestiture. 

Edison believes there is a possibility that it may be strongly encouraged Or even 

required to operate its non-must-nm plants after January 1, 1998 and until divestiture is 

completed. According to Edisonl such a "utility·like" obligation could be created either 

by order o( the Federal Energy Regulatory Conlmission (PERC) as a market power 

mitigation measure, Or by order of this Commission to address reliability concerns 

expressed in Section 363 or to support asset safe value. 2 Edison contends that being 

subj('(tcd to such an obligation is inconsistent with cost recovery through market 

revenues atone. It therefore propoS('s interin\ (ost recovery through memorandum 

account recording of Power Exchange (PX}and ISO contract revenues and operation 

and maintenance (O&M) and (uel costs associated with the operation of these non

must-nan plants. The mechanism would be implemented January 11 1998 if divestiture 

1 Edison has filed Applkalion (A.) 96-11-{).t6 for authority to divest thcsc plants. 

1 All S('(tion refcrenc<>s arc to the Public Utilities Code. 
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is not completed by then, and would remain in effect until divestiture of non~must-run 

generation is completed. Edison describes the proposed mechanism as follows: 

"Specifically, Edison would record the O&M and fuel costs of continuing 
to operate the non-must-rUl\ gas-fired plants pending divestiture. These 
plants would be eligible to sell energy and ancillary services to the PX and 
ISO. When doing so, they wou1d be subject to Edison's proposed market 
power mitigation mechanism at the FERC, which would require that 
reVenues (ron\ such sales cannot be less than recorded variable costs OVer 
a tolHng two-week period. To the extent Edison successfully sells energy 
and ancillary services under the new market structure, Edison would 
record these revenues along with the actual O&M and (uel costs of 
continued operation into a memorandum account. This would not Mfed 
the n\ethod lor calculating ongoing tecovery of costs in erc Icompetition 
transition charge) that Edison has proposed in its testimony in the erc 
proceeding, nor would it result in any double (ounting. \Vhen a 
generation prant is ultimately divested, the contents of the memorandum 
account would be either deducted (1'00\ or added to the sates prices, 
depending on whethel' there were cumulative net costs or net benefits 
from operations, and ac(ordingly credited to either shareholders or 
customers respedively." GfIltralioll Performance Based RnlemakiIJg 
TtstimollY, June 11, 1997, pp. 72-73. 

PtOcedural Background 

At a pre hearing conference held on June 23, 1997, several parties took the 

position that the Commission has no authority to approve Edison's contingency 

proposal. A Join' Rilling of Assigned Com m issionu and Admj,,;slralit~ Law Judge dated 

June 25, 1997 provided for briefing 01\ the threshold legal question of whether AD 1890, 

including especially Section 367(c), permits or precludes the mechanism. Opening 

briefs were filed by Edison and jointly by the Energy Producers and Users CoaJition l the 

Cogeneration Association of California, the California Cogener.ltion Council, the 

California Farm Bureau Federationl the California Industrial Users, the California Large 

Energy Consumers Association, the California Manufacturers Association, the 

Independent Energy Producers Association, and the Office of Ratepayer Advocates 
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(ORA) (collectively, Joint Parties). Replies were filed by Edison l Pacific Gas and Electric 

Company (PG&E), the Joint Parties, ORA, and James Weil.' 

Discussion 

Policy arguments pertaining to Edison's contingency proposal are not directly at 

issue. The imm.ediate question is whether the proposed mechanism is allowed under 

AB 1890. As explained below, \\'e conclude that it is not allowed, and the Commission 

does not have authority to approve the plan. 

Applicability of Section 367(c) 

Section %7 establishes a Commission duty to identify and deternline the 

uneconomic costs of generation-related assets and obligations which will be recovered 

(rom all ratepayers on a nonbypassable basis. With respect to utility-owned fossil 

generation, Section 367(c) provides that these uneconomic costs shall be limited to the 

uneconoIllk portion of the net book value of the capital investn\ent as of January I, 

1998, and appropriate capital addition costs incurred after December 20, 1995. 

Section 367(c} further prOVides that: 

"AU 'going fonvard costs' of fossil plant operation, including operation 
and maintenance, administrative and general, fuel and (uel transportation 
costs, shall be recovered solely (rom independent Power Exchange 
Revenues or (rom contracts with the Independent System Operator ... :,f 

, Although it supports the legal arguments made in the JOint Parti('S' reply brief, ORA med a 
separate reply brief to address Edison's contention that delays in divestiture 01 its plants are 
due soleJy to e\'ents beyond Edison's control. 

, There arc two statutory exceptions to this JimHation on cost r('('overy. The first pertains to the 
operation of pJants or units d('('mcd needed for reactive po\\'cr /voltage support by the ISO. 
The $tXond pertains to ('('rtain costs of fuel and fue1lransportalion contracts that were executed 
as of IJc.cembcr 20, 1995 by an eledrital corporation that serVCtt at least four mil1ion customers 
and was also a g.1S corporation that served fewer than four thousand customccs as of that date 
(i.e., Edison). 
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The central dispute is whether the limitation on recovery of going forward costs 

in Section 367{c) applies to the operation of non-musl-run plants for which Edison seeks 

cost recovery. Edison acknowledges that going fonvard costs Il.lay not be recovered 

through a competition transition charge (CTC). However, Edison takes the position 

that the purpose of Section 367 is to delineate the categories of generation costs that ate 

and are not eligible for recovery through a erc. Edison argues that the Comm.ission is 

not precluded (rom approving an alternative cost recovery mechanism that does not 

involve cost recovery through a crc. 
The language in Section 367(c) quoted above is unambiguous. The fact that it is 

contained within a code section which provides for determination of unecononlic 

generation costs that may be recovered from ratepayers does not change its meaning or 

effeel. With exceptions which are not at issue in this analysis, the ulility's50le 

permissible SOun'es of cost recovery (or all going forward costs of its fossil plants, 

including gas-fired plants, arc ISO contracts and the PX. The Legislature has precluded 

guaranteed recovery of going fonvard costs (rom ratepayers. 

Scope 0/ Goillg Fonvard Costs 

Edison argues that the fuel and O&M costs associated with the required or 

strongly-encouraged operation of non-must-run plants are not going fonvard costs but 

are, instead, the costs of delayed dh'estiture. Therdore, iI\ Edison's opinion, the 

limitation on recovery of going forward costs is inapplicable to its proposal. 

This argument cannot be upheld. The above-quoted portion of Sed ion 367(c) 

makes no distinctions in (ost categories that depend upon the status of asset divestiture. 

Edison proposes a mechanism for recovering O&M and fuel costs. These costs are 

specifically included among the categories of going forward costs listed in 

Section 367(c) for which the Legislature limited cost recovery to two possibl~ sources. 

The status of the market valuation and divestiture process, whether the Legislature 
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foresaw the possibility of delays in divestiture, and whether the utility is blameless for 

any such delays, have no bearing on this requirement.s 

\Ve find no basis lor the claim that deJays in Edison's divestiture plans transform 

the O&M and (ue) costs incurred by operating non-must-nm plants into something 

other than going lonvard ('osts. 

Ellect 0/ Section 390 

Section 390 provides for state regulation of energy prices paid by electric utilities 

to nonutmty power generators. At first, short-run avoided cost energy payments will 

be based upon a gas price indexing methodology. Once two requirements in 

Scttion 390(c) are fulfilled, energy payments must be based upon the PX dearing price. 

The first requirement is that the Commission must determine that the PX is functioning 

properly. nle second requirement is as follows: 

"either (2) the (ossil·/ired generation units owned} directly or indirectly, by 
the public utility electrical corporation arc authorized to charge market
based rates and the 'going forward' costs of those units arc being 
recovered solely through the dearing prkes paid by the independent 
Power Exchange or from contracts \·· .. ith the Independent System 
Operator, whether those contracts are markel-based or based on operating 
costs (or particular utility-owned power plant units and at particular 
times when reactive power Ivoltage support is not yet procurable at 
market-based rates at locations where it is needed, and are not being 
rc<overed directly or indirectly through any other source, or (3) the public 
utility electrical corporation has divested 90 percent of its gas-fired 
generation facilities that were operated to meet load in 1994 and 1995." 

$ Even if it were rdc\'ant, the claim Ihatthe Lcgis'ature (or Ihis Commission) did not anticipate 
the possibility that divcstiture o( aU gas-fired generation assets would nol be ('on\plet('d by 
January I, 1998 is not supported hy the (acts, as ORA has demonstr.lted. Edison filed its 
Section 851 divestiture a ppJiCcl lion in NoV('mbcr 1996. a/tiT AU 1890 was enacted. AU 1890 
addressed divestiture in certain respects but it did not mandate divcstiture o( all gas· fired 
plants by January I, 1998. It is mor~ H~asonJbre to conclude that the legist.lture eXp('(ted that 
uliliti('s might continue to own at least a porlion of their gas-fired generation (or some time 
affer January 1, 1993. 
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Edison contends that Section 367(c) must be read in light of, and harmonized 

with, Section 390(c) because both sections use the concept of going fonvard costs. 

Edison believes that Section 390(c) exprl'ssly re(ognizes that a utility might not be 

recovering going forward costs solely from the PX or ISO contracts even though the PX 

may be fundioning properly. Edison argues that if Section 367(c) prohibited recovery 

of going forward costs from any source other than the PX or ISO contracts, 

Section 390{c) would have simply provided that energy payments would be set at the 

PX dearing price as soon as the Commission finds that the PX is functioning properly. 

There would be no rcason for a finding that the utilit), is rccovering a11 going lonvard 

cosfs solely (rom the PX or ISO contracts. Finally, Edison contends that the alternative 

test, which provides for PX-based energy payrl\ents if the PX is found to be functioning 

properly and the utility has divested 90% of its gas-fired generation capacity, would be 

rendered meaningless if there can never be a circumstance in which the pX is operating 

and the utility is recovering its goh\g fonvard costs ftom any sourCe other than the PX 

and ISO contracts. 

As the Joint Parties note, the Section 390{c) criterion which addresses going 

forward costs applies to both must·run and non-must-run plants. Section 390(c) 

necessarily considers more than PX and ISO contract tost recovery alone. It also 

considers erc recovery of going forward costs for must-run units. Also, in considering 

scenarios in which going fonvard costs are not rccovered from PX and ISO contract 

revenues, Section 390(c) takes into account Section 367(c)(2), which deals with recovery 

of certain fuel and fuel transportation contract costs. Thus, while it is true that 

Section 390(c) contemplates recovery of going forward costs through nlNnS other than 

the PX or ISO contracts, those alternatives relate solely to must-run units and certain 

fuel and fuel transportation contract costs. 

Section 367(c) addresses utility cost rccovery, while ScetiO}\ 390 addresses energy 

payments to non-utility generators. \Ve find no need to interpret the dear language of 

Section 367«(') so that it is "harmonized" it with Section 390 in the manner proposed by 

Edison. EVen if Section 390 contemplated the possibility that a utility could be 

operating a non-must-run plant without rcco\'ering its O&M and fuel costs SOlely from 
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the market, Edison cites, and we ktlm,,' of, no principle of statutory construction which 

requires the strained interprctdtion of Section 367(~) we are asked to approve. 

ljltct of Sections 216(11) and 377 

As we noted in D.97·04·042, AB 1890 provides that we have continuing authority 

for regulation of utiJity·owned fossil plants in accordance with Sections 216(h) and 377. 

(0.97·04·042, Conclusion of law 2, slip op., p. 22.) Edison asserts that this authority 

provides us with discretion to approve its contingency plan. 

EVen though \"fe retain jurisdiction and regulatory responsibilities with res}>C(t to 

utility.owned generation assets until those assets have undergone market valuation, 

and the Commission's authority to regulate generation during the transition to a 

competitive market is broad, that ,\uthority is not unlimited. The CommiSSion may not, 

based upon its general powers, disregard express legisla live direction such as that 

stated in Section 367(c). (Pacific Ttliplll.>Hi and Ttlegrflpll Co. v. Public Utilities Commission 

(1965) 62 Cal.2d 634,653; see Assembly of tlli Stale ofCalifOTllia v. Public Utilities 

Commission (1995) 12 Ca1.4th 87, 103.) 

Effect of Sections 330 and 362 

Section 330 sets forth legislative findings and declarations which are to be used 

as guidance in carrying out the electric restructuring statutes. Subdivisions 1(1) and 1(2) 

(onfirm our conclusions that the transition to competition in generation should be 

accomplished through market valuation mechanisms and that there is a need to assure 

that market participants are not able to exercise significant market power. 

Subdivision (t) provides for an orderly and expeditious transition to a competitive 

generation market. Section 362 requires the Commission, in proceedings brought under 

Sections 455.5,851, or 854, to ensure that facilities needed for reliability of electric 

supply renlain avaiJable and operational consistent with m3intaining ~ompC'tition and 

avoiding excessive market power concentration. 

Edison asserts that these provisions of AB 1890 indicate that, in the ~ontext of 

divestiture to facilitate a competitive generation market, the Legislature did not intend 

to preclude an interim cost recovery mechanism. \Ve cannot agree. AB 1890 comprises 

a comprehensive set of legislative findings and declarations and implementing statutes 
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that refle<t a complex balancing of sometimes competing goals and objectives for 

restructuring of the electric services industry. It is unreasonable to assume that the 

Legislature failed to implement its preferred balancing of goals and objectives when it 

drafted Section 367(c). Notwithstanding legislative concerns regarding safety, 

reliability, market power, etc., ptecluding a cost re(overy mechanism such as that 

proposed by Edison is exactly what the legislature intended. 

Two- Year OEJA1 Contracts 

Section 363 establishes a Commission duty, in Section 851 proceedings involving 

the sale of utility-owned generation facilities, to require that the selling utility contract 

with the purchaser (or the seller to operate and maintain the facility for at least two 

years if the new owner chooses to operate the facility. Edison asserts that while the 

intent of Section 363 is to retain the servkes of experienced employees to assure a 

reliable transition in the initial period of new ownership, it wiJI have a strong reason to 

redu<:e generating plant staffing if it is unable to tecover costs as proposed. Edison 

further suggests that a new owners' discretion under Section 363 to delermirte whether 

it will shut down a plant could be prejudiced by a short-term decision by Edison to 

radically reduce staffing le\tcls in early 1998. Edison daims these results are 

in<:onsistent with legislative intent in Section 363. 

As noted earlier, we believe the legislature carefully weighed safety and 

reliability concerns embodied in Section 363 when its enacted ABI890. \Ve have no 

basis for concluding that the Legislature failed to consider these concerns when it 

enacted Section 367(c). 

11,e Takillg Issue 

Citing FPC v. Hope Net/um1 GetS (1944) 320 u.s. 591, Brooks-Scallioll Co. ('. Railrc.'1d 

Commissitma (1920) 251 U.S. 396,399, and Duquesne Lig"t CQ. ('. Barasch, (1989) 488 U.S. 

299,309, Edison argues that if it is required by regulatory mandate to operate 

generation at a loss. a serious constitutional issue is raised under the Takings Clause of 

the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article I, Section 19 of the 

California Constitution. Edison further argues that, pursuant to the Ninth Cir.cuifs 

holding in MOJl,,'aill Water Co. v. Montana Dip'l. oJ Public SUllo Regliialioll (1990) 919 F.2d 
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593, failure to permit (ull recovery, from r.ltepaycrs, of all costs incurred under a 

spedfic mandate or policy to operate generation would constitute an unlawful taking. 

Edison argucs that under the prindpJt's of statutory construction establishcd in 

Aslmrwder v. TtlWfSStf Valley Aut/,. (1936) 297 U.S. 288, 347, and Rllst v. Sullivan (1990) 

500 U.S. 173, 190-91, interpretations which would require the Commission to address 

serious constitutional issues should be avoided in (avor of interpretations that do not 

jeopardize the constitutionality of the statute. Edison contt'nds that we should intt'tplct 

Section 367(c) in a manner which avoids this problem. 

In relying upon As/miiluder alld Rust, Edison incorrectly assumes that a reasonable 

interpretation of Section 367(c) exists which would avoid its asserted constitutional 

problem. Hmvever, lor the reasons discussed at length earlier, we lind no basis (or 

interpreting the relevant portions of Section U7(c) other than by applying the 

unambiguous wording of the statute. In any event, Edison has not demonstrated that 

limiting cost recovery for non-must-run generaHon operations to PX revenues and ISO 

contracts neCessarily causes an impermissible taking. As we stated in the Preferred 

Policy Decisi()n, 

"We are not tequired to guaraIHee full transition cost recovery. We ate 
required only to design a rate structure the total impact of which providl'S 
the utilities with the opportunity to earn a fair return on their investment. 
(Dllqllt'SIIt Light Co. v. Barasch (1989) 488 U.S. 299.)" (0.95-12-063, as 
modified by 0.96--01-009, slip op., p. 123.) 

In 0.97-02-021, out order modifying and denying rehearing of the Preferred 

Policy Decision, we considered several taking arguments made by PG&E concerning 

the restructuring decision's treatment of fossil generation assets. PG&E claimed that a 

confiscation had occurred because various fossil plant costs would not be recoverc:lble 

other than through the PX spot price. Referring to Section 367(c), we stated: 

"Thus, AB 1890 controls recovery of the various (ossil plant costst and 
thus, this Commission need not address the taking issue raised on these 
same costs in PG&E's application (or rehearing of the Preferrcd Policy 
Decision. The issue is moot." (0.97·02·021, slip op. p. 31.) 
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Accordingly, the Commission has already determined that taking issues 

associated with a requirement that the utility's recovery of fossil plant costs be limited 

to market revenues are n'lade moot by the enactment of Scelion 367(c). 

In light of the foregoing discussion, and consistent with our holding (in 

D.97-04-0421 slip op., p. 19) that "utilities should have reasonable discretion to shut 

down plants that are dcen\ed too costly to run and that are not needed for reliability," 

we agree with PG&E that it would be appropriate to coordinate with FERC to ensure 

that utilities have the re.lsonable freedom to shut down non-must-run fossil plants. 

Findings of Fact 
1. With exceptions which are not at issue, Section 367(c) limits a utility's retovery 

of the going fonvard costs of operating its non-must-run fossil generation to reVenues 

from the PX and ISO contracts. 

2. O&M and fuel costs that Edison would incur in operating non-must-run gas

fired generating plants are included among the categories of going forward costs listed 

in Sc<:tion 367«(1, and neither the existence of or status of divestiture plans by Edison 

has any e((eet on the categorization of O&M and fuel costs as going forward costs. 

3. Edison's propOsal provides lor recovery of certain of the going fonvard costs of 

operating its non-must-run gas-fired generation units ftom a source other than PX or 

ISO contract revenues. 

COnclusions of Law 

l. There is no ambiguity in Section 367(c)'s limitation on going (orw.Hd cost 

recovery that warrants an interpretation based upon other provisions of AB 1890 that 

address safely, reliability, and market power concerns. 

2. Edison's proposed interim me<:hanism fOf cost fecovery for the operation of its 

non-must-run gas-fired generating plants is not permitted under Section 367(c). 

3. The Commission docs not have authority to approve Edison's proposal, which 

should therefore be dismissed with prejudice. 
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ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that Southern Ca1itomia Edison Company's request for 

approval of its contingency cost re~overy plan for operation of its non-nlust-nm gas

fired generating plants is dismissed with prejudice. 

This order is cUedive today. 

Dated November 5, 1997, at San Francisco, CaJifornia. 
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